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At high acoustic level, non-linear losses at the end of a tube are usually interpreted as the conse-

quence of a jet formation at the tube end resulting in annular vortices dissipating part of the acoustic

energy. Previous work has shown that two different regimes may occur. The present work, using

particle image velocimetry visualization, lattice Boltzmann method simulation in 2D, and an

analytical model, shows that the two different regimes correspond to situations for which the annu-

lar vortices remain attached to the tube (low acoustic particle velocity) or detached (high acoustic

particle velocity). VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3543987]

PACS number(s): 43.28.Py [AH] Pages: 1261–1272

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that geometrical singularities in tubes, such

as orifices or the open end, may induce non-linear losses.1–9

Studying the specific cases of a straight tube, Disselhorst and

Van Wijngaarden10 interpreted that these losses as due to the

formation of a jet at the end of the tube resulting in annular

vortices. Peters et al.11 showed that the level of non-linear

losses depends on the shape of the end of the tube. This was

confirmed by the experimental work of Atig et al.,12 which

also suggested that a change of regime may occur at a partic-

ular acoustic particle velocity. This change of regime was

evident from a discontinuity which was observed in the ter-

mination impedance curve. The acoustic particle velocity at

which the change of regime occurred was also observed to

depend on the shape of the open end of the tube.

The aim of the present work is to corroborate previous

observation and to identify the nature of the change of re-

gime, and understand how it may affect non-linear losses.

Experiments have been performed using particle image

velocimetry (PIV) in order to visualize the vortices at the

end of the tube. Additionally, two-dimensional (2-D) lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM) simulations were run to investi-

gate whether such simulations are able to reproduce qualita-

tively the observed phenomena. Finally, a simplified

analytical model, based on observations from the PIV

experiments and incorporating vortex-sound theory,13 was

developed in order to understand how the change of regime

may induce a change in the relationship between non-linear

losses and acoustic particle velocity.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

In linear acoustics, at low frequencies such that the

Helmholtz number He¼ ka� 1, where k is the wavenumber

of the acoustic signal and a is the radius of the tube; the radi-

ation impedance or termination impedance, Zr, is given for

an unflanged14 and for a infinitely flanged15–17 tubes by

Zr

Zc
¼

1
4
ðkaÞ2 þ jkd0 unflanged

1
2
ðkaÞ2 þ jkd1 infinitely flanged:

(
(1)

Here Zc¼q0c0=S is the characteristic impedance of air with

the ambient density q0 and speed of sound c0, and S is the

cross-sectional area of the tube; d0¼ 0.6133a (Ref. 14) and

d1¼ 0.8216a (Ref. 15). Expressions for pipes of finite thick-

ness are given by Dalmont et al.16 The imaginary part of the

termination impedance relates to the fluid inertia around the

end of the tube while the real part is the radiation resistance

corresponding to the energy dissipated after being radiated

from the open end. In the non-linear case the termination

impedance can be calculated in the same manner using the

fundamental harmonic, since the level of harmonic distortion

is generally small at the open end of a tube.

Modeling of the non-linear case suggests that the termina-

tion impedance can be modified by the addition of an extra

term due to the non-linear effects, Znl: Zt¼Zr þZnl. At high
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Strouhal numbers (St¼xa=uac, where x is the angular fre-

quency of the sound and uac is the acoustic particle velocity)

this is given by10

Znl

Zc
¼ bMðStÞ1=3; (2)

where M¼ uac=c0 is the acoustic Mach number. Disselhorst

and Van Wijngaarden10 performed numerical simulations

and found a value of b between 0.6 and 1.0, while Peters and

Hirschberg18 obtained a value of 0.2. For low Strouhal

numbers Peters et al.11 gave the correction term as

Znl

Zc
¼ 2cd

3p
M; (3)

where Cd is 2 for a thin-walled unflanged tube and 13=9 for

a flanged tube.

Atig et al.12 measured the termination impedance using

the two-microphone method. A number of tubes were studies

which were identical except for the inside edge of the open

end, which had a prescribed radius of curvature, r (see Fig. 2)

ranging from r< 0.01 mm (approximately a right angle) to

r¼ 4 mm. The real part of the termination impedance, repre-

senting the dissipation of energy from the open end of the tube,

was presented and is reproduced in Fig. 1. For r< 0.001 mm

the measurements agree well with Eq. (3) (with cd¼ 2) for

acoustic particle velocities <10.6 ms�1. At this acoustic parti-

cle velocity a change of regime was observed such that there

was a discontinuity in <ðZt=Zc). At higher acoustic particle

velocities the measurements did not agree with Eq. (3).12 Simi-

lar changes of regime were also observed for r¼ 0.3 mm and

r ¼ 1 mm, where a smaller discontinuity was seen. The acous-

tic particle velocity at which the change of regime occurred

was seen to increase with the radius of curvature.12

III. VORTEX-SOUND THEORY

Vortex-sound theory was developed by Powell 13 for

unconfined subsonic flows. The velocity, m of an inviscid

fluid of density q under the action of a pressure p is governed

by the continuity equation

@q
@t
þr � ðqmÞ ¼ 0 (4)

and the Euler equation which can be expressed in terms of

the vorticity, X ¼ r� m, as,

q
@m

@t
þ 1

2
qrm2 þ qðX� mÞ þ rp ¼ 0: (5)

The inviscid assumption is valid at high Reynolds numbers

Re¼ at=m=�1, where m is the kinematic viscosity. Combin-

ing the temporal derivative of Eq. (4) and the divergence of

Eq. (5) gives the propagation equation

r2p� 1

c2
0

@2p

@t2
¼�r � qðX� mÞ þ r 1

2
qjmj2

� ��

�m
@q
@t
� 1

2
jmj2rq

�
; (6)

where the homentropic equation of state

Dq
Dt
¼ 1

c2
0

Dp

Dt
(7)

has been used. Equation (6) can be simplified by considering

the order of magnitude of each source term on the right hand

side. The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6) scale as13,19

qðX� mÞ : r 1

2
qjmj2

� �
: m
@q
@t

:
1

2
jmj2rq

� 1 : 1 : StM2 : M2: (8)

Further, for a compact source (He� 1) at low Mach number

(M¼ uac=c0� 1) the contribution of the second source term

in Eq. (6) is negligible with respect to the first due to conser-

vation of kinetic energy in an inviscid fluid.19–21 Thus in the

limit M� 1, St� 1, He� 1, Re� 1, the propagation equa-

tion can be expressed as

r2p� 1

c2
0

@2p

@t2
¼ �r � ½q0ðX� mÞ�; (9)

where in the same limit q^ q0.

FIG. 2. The experimental configuration.

FIG. 1. The real part of the termination impedance for four different

terminations, (Adapted from Ref. 12).
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Conservation of instantaneous acoustic energy is

described by Kirchhoff’s equation22

@E

@t
þr � I ¼ F � uac; (10)

where

E ¼ 1

2
q0juacj2 þ

1

2

p2

q0c2
0

and I ¼ p uac (11)

are the instantaneous total energy density and acoustic inten-

sity, respectively. F is an external. Here the instantaneous

acoustic particle velocity is defined from the non-stationary

part of the velocity potential,

uac ¼ r/acðtÞ; (12)

where

m ¼ rð/0 þ /acðtÞÞ þ r � w; (13)

/0 is the time independent part of the velocity potential, and

w is the streamfunction. For a periodic acoustic field the

time-averaged power generated (absorbed) inside a volume

V by an external force F is

h P i ¼
þ

S

h I�nids ¼
þ

V

hF�uacidV; (14)

where hXi ¼ 1
T

Ð T
0

Xdt is the time-average value of X over a

period and n is an outward normal. Following Howe,23 the

external force F can be identified with the Coriolis force

term in Eq. (9), Fc¼�q0(X � m) to give

Ps ¼ �q0

þ
V

ðX� mÞ � uac dV: (15)

At the open end of a tube of surface area S the time-averaged

power is given by

hPi ¼ hSpðtÞuðtÞi; (16)

where the acoustic pressure and velocity are expressed using

the linear wave assumption as

pðtÞ ¼ pac sinðxtÞ and uðtÞ ¼ uac sinðxtþ nÞ: (17)

Thus

hPi ¼ <ðZtÞ
Su2

ac

2
; (18)

where Zt¼ pace
�jn=uac at the surface S and <ðZtÞ is the real

part of Zt. When the amplitude of the acoustic waves is large,

non-linear effects will appear. In this case Eq. (18) can be

applied where it is understood that uac and pac are, respectively,

the acoustical velocity and pressure of the fundamental. Com-

bining Eqs. (15) and (18) and taking hPi ¼ �hPsi to account

for energy absorption gives

< Zt

Zc

� �
¼ � 2hPsi

SZc u2
ac

: (19)

IV. PIV MEASUREMENT OF THE ACOUSTIC,
VELOCITY, AND VORTICITY FIELDS AT THE OPEN
END OF A RESONATING TUBE

In this section the measurement of the velocity (and

hence vorticity) and the acoustic fields at the open end of a

resonating tube using particle image velocimetry (PIV) is

considered. The real part of the termination impedance is

then calculated from these fields using vortex-sound theory.

PIV is a non-intrusive technique which measures fluid

velocity simultaneously at a number of points in a planar

region of space. The technique has been applied to a range

of applications including the measurement of both steady

and oscillatory flows in air.24–29 The basic principle of PIV

for measuring the 2D velocity of a fluid in a plane of interest

is relatively simple. The fluid is “seeded” with tracer par-

ticles which are assumed to follow the flow. The particles

within the plane containing the region of interest are then

illuminated twice by a thin pulsed lightsheet. The light is

scattered by the particles and captured by a digital camera

which records the position of each particle at the time of

each light pulse. By measuring the displacement of the par-

ticles over the time between the illuminations the velocity

can be found. This final step is typically performed using a

cross-correlation statistical method rather than tracing each

particle individually. The following subsection describes the

PIV system applied here. A wider overview can be found in

Refs. 30–33.

A. Experimental setup

The main features of the system are shown in Fig. 2.

The acoustic field was generated by a JBL 2446H 8X com-

pression driver, driven by a LABVIEW sine wave output and an

external Pioneer A-107 audio amplifier. This was attached to

a 460 mm long copper tube with a tube termination at the

top (see Fig. 2). Interchangeable tube terminators were avail-

able with different radii of curvature r. Vacuum grease was

applied to both contact regions to ensure a good seal. The

resonant frequency was obtained using a microphone at the

open end of the tube. The frequency applied to the loud

speaker was adjusted until a maximum signal was obtained

at the microphone. The resonant frequency was found to be

380 Hz. A printed circuit board (PCB) Piezotronics 106 B

pressure transducer was mounted on the wall of the copper

tube of 160 mm from the open end (corresponding to the

position of one of the microphones in Ref. 12). This was

aligned with a 1 mm diameter hole in the copper tube and

was used to monitor the sound pressure level (SPL) inside

the tube. The acoustic particle velocity was found from the

SPL using the expression for a plane traveling wave,

SPL ¼ 20 log10

q0c0juacjffiffiffi
2
p

pref

� �
; (20)

where pref¼ 2� 10�5 Pa.
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A 20W Oxford Lasers LS20-50 copper vapor laser with

a repetition rate of up to 50 kHz was connected by an optical

fiber to the fiberwire lightsheet optics which produced a

lightsheet of 50 mm wide and of 1 mm thick at its narrowest

point. The lightsheet was aligned with the axis of the copper

tube using a translation stage and a PCO Sensicam camera

was positioned perpendicular to the lightsheet. The system

was sealed in a cubic aluminum box (painted matte black to

reduce reflections) of length 1.2 m, and seeding particles

with a mean diameter of 1 lm were introduced using a Safex

Nebelgerät F2004 fog generator. The particles were intro-

duced through a small sealable aperture and allowed to ho-

mogenize for at least 5 min prior to any measurement.

For each measurement, two images were captured by the

CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. A Berkeley Nucleonics

Corporation 500A pulse generator, which was triggered by

the signal driving the speaker, controlled the time separation

and exposure of the images by triggering both the camera and

the laser pulses. The images were separated by 0.02 ms and

were both exposed for 0.0004 ms. The phase of the captured

acoustic field was determined by the delay of the first expo-

sure relative to the sinusoidal pulse driving the speaker. The

two images were analyzed by dividing the images into inter-

rogation regions of 32� 32 pixels. A cross-correlation was

performed between each interrogation region in the first image

and the corresponding region in the second image. The dis-

placement of the particles between images was found in each

interrogation region from the position of the correlation peak.

A three-point Gaussian fit31 was applied at the peak to

improve the accuracy of this procedure. Finally a local median

filter was applied to remove outliers which differed from the

local median value by more than a selected threshold. Outliers

can be caused by random correlations due to high velocity

gradients, low seeding density, or glare from surfaces.

B. PIV measurement of velocity fields

In this section velocity measurements obtained by PIV

are presented for different SPLs representing potential flow

and the two observed regimes: Formation of vortices at the

open end which remain attached to the tube and vortex shed-

ding from the open end. The velocity fields for a termination

with r¼ 0 (corresponding to r< 0.01 mm) are shown in

Figs. 3 and 4 for SPLs of 150, 160, and 170 dB (measured

FIG. 3. (Color online) Velocity and

vorticity fields at (a) 0.2 T, (b) 0.8 T
at a SPL of 150 dB, (c) 0.0 T, (d) 0.2

T, (e) 0.5 T, and (f) 0.6 T at a SPL of

160 dB, for r¼ 0.
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using the pressure transducer on the wall of the tube),

respectively.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) indicate the velocity field at

0.2 T and 0.8 T for a SPL of 150 dB. The velocity fields in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are approximately potential with very

little vorticity present. This was observed in all the result for

r¼ 0 mm at this sound level. Zones of vorticity are present

on the edge of the tube in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) and in all the

other PIV images presented. At high Strouhal numbers it is

expected that the vorticity remains close to the edges of the

tube and it is possible that these regions of vorticity may be

physically correct. However, given there position close to

the surface of the tube, it is also possible that they result

from reflections of the laser light on the surface of the tube.

It is therefore not possible to say with certainty that these

small zones of vorticity are a real feature of the flow.

At a SPL of 160 dB [Figs. 3(c)–3(f)] two regions of vor-

ticity are observed close to the open end of the tube. These

are developed when the velocity is directed out of the tube

and slowly diminish after flow reversal. The two regions of

vorticity correspond to a 2-D slice through a 3-D swirling

ring which remains attached to the top of the tube.

Regions of vorticity are also produced at a SPL of 170

dB (see Fig. 4). A permanent jet directed away from the tube

was also observed at this SPL. This is in agreement with the

measurements of Tartarin34 taken several diameters from the

tube, and those of Peube35 who observed a jet for a Reynolds

number based on the acoustic boundary layer thickness

Red ¼ A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f0=m

p
=ð2pÞ > 22, where A is the acoustic displace-

ment amplitude and f0 is the fundamental frequency. Here

Red ^ 35 at 170 dB. The vorticity is shed and convects with

a velocity vC ’ m̂j=4, where m̂j is the velocity amplitude of

the jet.

The mechanism behind the formation of this jet is evi-

dent in Fig. 4. During outflow from the open end, the veloc-

ity is largest in the central region initiating the jet. At flow

reversal the circulating vortex ring above the opening

entrains the surrounding air and draws it in from the sides.

This air flow feeds into the central jet. As the suction stage

of the acoustic cycle progresses the air drawn in from the

sides is drawn into the tube more strongly at the sides of the

tube and the outward jet remains present. A stagnation point

is present just outside the open end during outflow. A fuller

description of this flow is presented elsewhere.36

PIV measurements for r¼ 0.3 mm and r¼ 1 mm

showed a number of similarities to those observed for the

r ¼ 0 mm termination, with transition between the regimes

occurring at a higher SPL. In particular, the transition to vor-

tex shedding was observed at an SPL of around 166.7 dB

(uac¼ 14.8 ms�1) for r¼ 0.3 mm and at around 169.1 dB

(uac¼ 19.33 ms�1) for r¼ 1 mm.

C. Determination of losses due to the interaction
between vortices formed at the opening and the
radiated acoustic field

The real part of the termination impedance is given by

Eqs. (15) and (19) in terms of the continuous fluid velocity

m, vorticity X, and acoustic particle velocity uac. To perform

this calculation using the PIV measurements, each of these

three quantities must be extracted form the data and the dis-

crete and planar nature of the measurements must be

accounted for. The velocity field was assumed to be axi-sym-

metric and the data set was reduced by taking the average

of points on symmetrically opposite sides of the tube.

The velocity points were then labeled by the index i¼ 1, 2,

FIG. 4. (Color online) Velocity and

vorticity fields at (a) 0.0 T, (b) 0.3 T,

(c) 0.6 T, and (d) 0.9 T at a SPL of

170 dB for r¼ 0.
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3, …, n in the direction away from the tube axis and the

index j¼ 1, 2, …, m in the axial direction. This gives the dis-

crete velocity field m(i, j). The discrete viscosity field X(i, j)
was found using the curl function in Matlab. At 150 dB the

discrete acoustic particle velocity, uac(i, j), was taken to be

the total velocity field since it was approximately potential.

At higher SPL, the acoustic particle velocity was found from

the velocity field at 150 dB scaled to account for the

increased intensity. Thus at a sound pressure level of x dB,

the acoustic particle velocity was taken to be the measured

velocity field at 150 dB with the magnitude of the velocities

scaled by a factor 10(x�150)=20.

Equation (15) was then be re-written in a discrete form

as

Ps ¼ �
X

i;j

�
Xði; jÞ � mði; jÞ

�
� uacði; jÞ Mði; jÞ: (21)

If the separation between data points in the axial and radial

direction is Dx, then M(i, j), the mass of fluid within the mea-

surement volume containing (i, j), is given by the product of

the density, the separation between discrete points in the

axial direction, and the difference is area between two con-

centric circles of radii iDx and (i�1)Dx,

Mði; jÞ ¼ ð2i� 1Þq0pðDxÞ3: (22)

The time-average was also performed in a discrete manner

by averaging over ten equally spaced measurements

throughout the period. The termination impedance results for

r¼ 0 mm are shown in Fig. 5 for a range of SPL correspond-

ing to the acoustic particle velocity at the end of the tube,

uac, varying from around 5 ms�1 to around 17 ms�1. They

show an increase in the real component of the termination

impedance with the acoustic particle velocity at the open end

of the tube, up to around 9 ms�1. There is also evidence of a

discontinuity at an acoustic particle velocity between 9 and

16 ms�1. Measurements were also taken at r¼ 4 mm, how-

ever no vorticity was observed at any of the SPLs

considered.

V. LBM SIMULATION OF THE ACOUSTIC, VELOCITY
AND VORTICITY FIELDS AT THE OPEN END OF A
RESONATING TUBE

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a numerical

technique which has been developed primarily to simulate

fluid flow.37 It has also been shown to be suitable for simu-

lating acoustic waves at low Mach number.38–46 A brief

description of the LBM relevant to the simulations presented

here is given below. A wider discussion of the LBM is

available in Refs. 37, 47, and 48.

A. The LBM

In the LBM a simulation is performed on a regular grid

where each grid point, or node, is connected to i that neigh-

bors along the link directions ei. At each node, x, and each

discrete time-step, t, there is a distribution function, fi(x, t),
associated with all of the link directions ei. The LBM

describes a fluid by simulating the evolution of these distri-

bution functions. Here the D2Q9 lattice is applied. This uses

a 2-D grid with nine link directions: e0¼ (0,0), e1¼ (1,0),

e2¼ (0,1), e3¼ (�1,0), e4 ¼(0,�1), e5¼ (1,1), e6¼ (�1,1),

e7¼ (�1,�1), and e8¼ (1,�1). The distribution functions

evolve according to the Boltzmann equation,49

fiðxþ ei; tþ 1Þ � fiðx; tÞ ¼ �
1

s
ðfi � �fiÞ; (23)

where the relaxation time, s is found from the kinematic

viscosity m of the fluid,

m ¼ 2s� 1

6
: (24)

The left hand side of Eq. (23) represents streaming of the

distribution function from one site to the neighboring site.

The right hand side is the Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook

(BGK) collision operator50–52 which mimics collisions

between distribution functions as a relaxation toward

the equilibrium distribution function �fi. The form of this

function is described below.

The physical parameters of interest are the fluid veloc-

ity and pressure. These are obtained from the distribution

functions and through the equation of state37 p ¼ c2
0q and

using

q ¼
X8

i¼0

fi and qm ¼
X8

i¼0

fiei: (25)

The equilibrium distribution function �fi is given by49

�fi ¼ wiq 1þ 3ei � m þ
9

2
ðei � mÞ2 �

3

2
m2

� �
; (26)

where the weight functions are given by w0¼ 4=9, wi¼ 1=9

for i¼ 1–4, and wi¼ 1=36 for i¼ 5–8.

The Navier–Stokes equation can be obtained from Eq.

(23) by performing a Chapman–Enskog expansion.37,53 This

verifies that the LBM mimics a real fluid in which c0 ¼
ffiffi
1
3

q
.

FIG. 5. The real part of the termination impedance calculated from the PIV

velocity measurements obtained outside the tube.
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B. LBM simulations of velocity fields: Simulation
domain

In this section the velocity fields around the open end of

a resonating tube are presented. These were performed using

the 2D LBM described in Sec. V A. The computational grid

is shown in Fig. 6. The dotted line represents an anechoic

boundary condition, where the unknown distribution func-

tions were determined by a backward linear interpola-

tion.54,55 This boundary condition absorbs any flow or

acoustic signal at the boundary without introducing a reflec-

tion. Thus the computational boundary has a negligible

effect on the simulated flow. The thick solid line represents

an acoustic source. At this boundary the distribution func-

tions were set equal to their equilibrium values38 for the

required velocity distribution, in this case a sinusoidally

varying velocity. The thin solid line represents a no-slip

boundary. The no-slip boundary was implemented using an

interpolation scheme56 which simulated the position of the

boundary to sub-grid accuracy while maintaining the sec-

ond-order accuracy of the LBM. This scheme ensured that

the radius of curvature of the tube opening was simulated

accurately and not by a step-like approximation with the re-

solution of the grid.

C. LBM simulation of velocity fields: Results

At low acoustic particle velocities the flow was found to

be completely potential. Two regimes were observed in the

non-linear case. At moderate acoustic particle velocities,

vorticity was observed at the opening of the tube. This is

shown in Fig. 7 for a radius of curvature r¼ 0 mm.

The vorticity was seen to remain at the open end of the

tube in a similar manner to that observed using PIV, shown

in Figs. 3(c)–3(f). The second non-linear regime occurred

at higher acoustic particle velocities where vortex shedding

was observed (see Fig. 8). The formation of a pair of vorti-

ces at the open end of the tube is shown in Fig. 8(a). The

vorticity is then shed and moves away at an angle of

approximately 45	, as a new pair of vortices is generated.

The LBM simulated velocity fields show the inside of the

tube where the formation of vorticity is observed in Figs.

8(c) and 8(d). There are significant differences between the

vortex behavior observed in the LBM simulations and the

PIV measurements. In particular, due to the 2D nature of

the LBM simulations, the vortices observed above the left

and right hand walls of the tube are independent of each

other. This is in contrast to the PIV measurements which

show a cross-section through a vortex ring, and the two

observed “vortices” are in fact part of the same larger struc-

ture. It is therefore not possible to compare the vorticity, or

indeed the velocity fields. It is, nevertheless, evident from

the LBM simulations that there are two regimes in which

vortex motion is present: the first at a lower acoustic parti-

cle velocity where the vortex remains attached to the wall

and a second at a higher acoustic particle velocity where

the vortex becomes detached. In the following section the

losses associated with the interaction between the vortices

and the acoustic field will be established to investigate

whether the change in the vortex shedding regime is associ-

ated with the discontinuity in the termination impedance

observed by Atig et al.12 Given the limitations of the LBM

simulations, it will not be possible to determine quantitative

values for the termination impedance so the results can not

be directly compared to those obtained from the PIV meas-

urements or previous studies.12 The aim here, however, is

to investigate whether a transition between the two

observed regimes of vortex shedding can be related to a

change in the termination impedance and explain the meas-

urements of Atig et al.12

FIG. 6. The 2-D computational grid used for the LBM simulations. The

boundary conditions are represented by a dotted line (anechoic), a thin solid

line (no-slip), and a thick solid line (acoustic source).

FIG. 7. (Color online) Vorticity field at a moderate acoustic particle veloc-

ity (10 ms�1) for a frequency of f0 ¼ 380 Hz.
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D. Determination of losses due to the interaction
between vortices formed at the opening and the
radiated acoustic field

In this section, the losses associated with the interaction

between the acoustic field and the vortices formed at the

open end of the resonating tube are considered using the ve-

locity information from the LBM simulations. The real part

of the terminal impedance was calculated in a similar man-

ner to that used for the PIV measurements. It was possible to

perform a simulation at a very low intensity without intro-

ducing errors due to resolution or noise issues so an acoustic

particle velocity of 10�3 ms�1 was chosen for the “potential

flow” simulation. Due to the 2D nature of the simulations

the definition of the mass of the simulation volume was

taken to be

Mði; jÞ ¼ ð2i� 1Þq0pðDxÞ2: (27)

It was found that the losses were not completely repeatable

over each period. To overcome this, the results were aver-

aged over the final five periods of the simulation. Averaged

termination impedances are shown in Fig. 9 for r¼ 0 mm

and r¼ 4 mm. The solid line was obtained by integrating

over the exterior of the tube and the dashed line by including

the interior of the tube in the calculation. A clear transition

in the profile of the real part of the termination impedance

curve can be seen in Fig. 9 at acoustic particle velocities of

around 20 ms�1 for r¼ 0 mm and 27 ms�1 for r¼ 4 mm. It

is also evident that losses are occurring at both inside and

outside the tube. The majority of the losses occurred outside

the tube, with the losses occurred inside the tube was

accounting for approximately 20% of the total.

VI. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR ENERGY LOSSES
DUE TO THE INTERACTION BETWEEN VORTICES
FORMED AT THE OPENING AND THE RADIATED
ACOUSTIC FIELD

In this section a theoretical model is considered for the

acoustic particle velocity, the fluid velocity, the regions of

vorticity, and the losses associated with the interaction

between the acoustic particle velocity field and the vortices.

The aim is to provide a qualitative understanding of the

FIG. 8. (Color online) Vorticity

field at a moderate acoustic particle

velocity (27 ms�1) for a frequency

of f0¼ 380 Hz at (a) 0.0 T, (b) 0.2

T, (c) 0.4 T, (d) 0.6 T, (e) 0.8 T and

(f) 1.0 T.
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problem using a simplified model, following the approach of

Hirschberg et al.57 and based on the velocity fields obtained

from the LBM simulations and PIV measurements presented

here and in Refs. 36 and 29.

In Secs. IV and V two distinct non-linear regimes were

observed. At low acoustic particle velocity, the linear case,

the flow was a good approximation to potential flow. At

moderate acoustic particle velocities the first non-linear re-

gime was observed: Vortex structures were generated during

outflow, which remained attached to the walls at the open

end and were sucked into the tube during inflow. At high

acoustic levels a jet was observed close to the opening of the

tube and the second non-linear regime was observed. Here

the vortex structures were shed and their motion was influ-

enced by a fluid jet directed out of the open end of the tube.

Vortex pairs were observed which were formed during out-

flow and also inside the tube during inflow and subsequently

expelled during outflow. The actual SPL at which the transi-

tion between these regimes occurred was dependent on the

geometry of the termination.

In the theoretical model the sound field was approxi-

mated by the analytical expression for the acoustic particle

velocity from a monopolar diaphragm source at the center of

the termination in a tube with walls of zero thickness,22

uac ¼
Q

2p r2 þ z2½ �3=2
sinðx0tÞ rer þ zezð Þ; (28)

where Q ¼ pa2ûs, and ûs is the desired amplitude of the

acoustic field at the open end of the tube

usðtÞ ¼ ûs sinðx0tÞ: (29)

Equations (28) and (29) are sufficient to model the behavior

observed in the linear potential flow case. The jet formation

observed during outflow (0< t <T=2) in the two non-linear

regimes was incorporated into the model by defining the

velocity as

m ¼
ûs

a
rj

	 
2

sinðx0tÞez jerj < rj; 0 < t < T=2

0 jerj > tj; 0 < t < T=2

uac T=2 < t < T;

8><
>: (30)

where rj is the radius of the jet, and mj ¼ m̂j sinðx0tÞez is the

velocity determined by continuity: pa2us ¼ pr2
j mj. This is

shown schematically in Fig. 10.

Observations in the two non-linear regimes indicated a

region of vorticity outside the tube, which developed during

the first half period and then diminished during the second

half. To incorporate this, the vorticity model was developed

following Nelson et al.58 Consider the contour path of length

Ds in the ez direction shown in Fig. 10. The circulation around

this contour was expressed, using Stoke’s theorem, as

DC ¼
þ

C

m � dl ¼ �mjDs ¼
ð ð

S

X � dS: (31)

Fluid inside the contour path was assumed to be convected

with speed mc¼ mj=2, the mean of the speed inside and out-

side the jet. Thus

dC
dt
¼ dC

ds

ds

dt
¼ �mjmc: (32)

From Eq. (15), with hPi ¼ �hPsi since only dissipation

outside the tube is considered,

hPi ¼ q0

1

T

ðT

0

ð
V

ðX� mÞ � uacdVdt: (33)

For T=2< t<T, m is equal to uac and the integrand is identi-

cally zero. By symmetry dV¼ 2prdrdz. If the circulation is

considered to be at position (rC, zC) (see Fig. 10), then X
¼Cd(r�rC) d(zCzC)eh; for 0< t<T=2, where C is obtained

by integrating Eq. (32): C ¼ �v̂jv̂c

Ð t
0

sin2ðx0tÞ. This gives a

final expression

FIG. 9. Real part of the termination impedance as a function of the acoustic

particle velocity calculated from the LBM velocity fields. The open symbols

were calculated using only points external to the tube; the filled symbols

were calculated using both external and internal points.

FIG. 10. A schematic diagram indicating the parameters for the physical

model.
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hPi ¼ q0pa2û4
s

2

a

rj

� �6
1

T

�
ðT=2

0

r2
C

ðr2
C þ z2

CÞ
3=2

t

2
� sinð2x0tÞ

4x0

� �

� sin2ðx0tÞdt: (34)

A. Application of the theoretical model

Observations identified two regimes where vorticity was

present: one at moderate acoustic amplitudes where the vortex

remained attached to the termination and a second at higher

amplitudes where the vortex is separated. The application of

the model to these regimes will be considered separately.

1. Attached vortex

When the vortex remains attached to the termination, its

coordinates (rC, zC) were considered to be constant. Combin-

ing Eqs. (19) and (34) we obtain

<
�

Zt

Zc

�
¼ 2P

pa2û2
s Zc
¼ û2

s

32f0c0

a

rj

� �6 r2
C

ðr2
C þ z2

CÞ
3=2
: (35)

For r¼ 0, the position of the clinging vortex was estimated

from the PIV images to be (rC¼ a, zC¼ a=3) corresponding

to the edge of the jet (rj¼ rC). For r > 0 it was assumed that

rC¼ a þ r, zC¼ a=3, and rj¼ rC. The termination impedance

calculated from the attached vortex model is shown in Fig.

11(a) for four values of r. The results of the attached vortex

model indicate an increase in the losses with increased

acoustic particle velocity. They also show that the losses are

very sensitive to the radius of curvature of the open end; the

largest losses occurring for r¼ 0.

2. Convecting vortex

At higher acoustic particle velocities the vortex was

seen to move away from the termination. In this case it is

assumed that rC¼ aþ r, rj¼ rC, and zC ¼ a=3þ m̂Ct, such

that Eq. (34) becomes

hPi ¼ q0pa2û4
s r2

C

2

a

rj

� �6
1

T

�
ðT=2

0

1

ðr2
C þ z2

CðtÞÞ
3=2

t

2
� sinð2x0tÞ

4x0

� �

� sin2ðx0tÞdt: (36)

From the PIV observations, m̂C was taken to be m̂j=4 and the

results of numerically integrating Eq. (36) are shown in Fig.

11(b). The termination impedance results for the convecting

vortex model are similar to that of the fixed vortex model at

low acoustic particle velocities. At higher acoustic particle

velocities the convecting vortex model predicts losses which

increase in a quasi-linear manner with increasing acoustic

particle velocity. The model also predicts losses which are

sensitive to the radius of curvature at the open end.

B. Transition between the regimes

The termination impedance for both the attached and

the convecting models is shown in Fig. 12 for r¼ 0. For

acoustic particle velocities less than about 15 ms�1, the dif-

ference between the models is small. At higher speeds the

fixed model for the termination impedance continues to dis-

play a quadratic-like dependence, while the convecting

model is quasi-linear. The regime change observed in Ref.

12 can be understood by the transition from the attached to

the convecting vortex models occurring at an acoustic parti-

cle velocity where shedding is triggered. This is illustrated in

Fig. 12 by the symbols.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The acoustic energy losses at the end of a tube have

been investigated using different approaches. PIV observa-

tion showed that annular vortices are generated at the end of

tube, which validates previous interpretations.10,11 More-

over, PIV experiments indicated that two different regimes

can occur: one for which the annular vortices remain

attached to the tube (low acoustic particle velocity) and one

for which the annular vortices become detached and leave

the tube (high acoustic particle velocity). Application of

vortex-sound theory to the PIV measurements showed a

regime change similar to that observed by Atig et al.12 It

was seen that the transition between the two regimes for the

termination impedance occurred at an acoustic particle ve-

locity comparable to that at which the vortices started to

detach from the tube. There were a number of physical dif-

ferences between the PIV measurements and the 2D LBM

simulations, not least in the nature of the vortices formed at

the open end of the tube, and the manner in which they were

shed. Despite these clear differences the termination imped-

ance calculated from the LBM simulations also showed a

FIG. 11. Influence of the curvature r
on the termination impedance for (a)

the attached vortex model and (b)

the convecting vortex model.
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distinct change between two regimes which was again asso-

ciated with a change from the vortices being attached to the

open end of the tube and the vortices being shed. The analyt-

ical model provided two different laws relating to the losses

and the acoustic particle velocity: one for an attached vortex

and one with a detached vortex. A transition between these

two models occurs at the acoustic particle velocity associ-

ated with the onset of vortex shedding.

PIV measurements, LBM simulation, and the analytical

model all failed to predict the exact magnitude of the non-

linear losses. The analytical model is too simple to consider

all the losses and to predict the acoustic particle velocity at

which the transition occurs. The fact that the LBM is only

2-D does not allow for more than the qualitative results.

Analysis of the PIV measurements gave a consistent acoustic

particle velocity for the transition but underestimated the

magnitude of the losses, compared to the measurements of

Atig et al.12 The accuracy of the PIV measurements depends

on a number of factors such as the size and concentration of

the seeding particle, the size of the interrogation region rela-

tive to the velocity gradients, and particle motion in or out of

the light plane.24,31 Two of the most significant sources of

error are due to the accuracy with which the correlation

peaks can be determined in the analysis procedure and the

assumption that the seeding particle accurately follow the

flow. Here a Gaussian three-point fit was applied,31 which

enables the displacement to be found to sub-pixel accuracy

of between 60.05 and 60.1 pixels.31 The motion of the

seeding particle will deviate from that of the air because of

weight and buoyancy forces, the radiation force due to the

acoustic field, and an impeded response to any fluid acceler-

ation due to the inertia of the particle. Here the seeding par-

ticles fog had a mean particle diameter of only 1 lm and no

measurable motion due to their weight was observed.

Indeed, the particles were allowed to homogenize for at least

5 min before any measurements were taken and they were

not observed to settle during this time. Following Buick

et al.,59 the velocity due to the radiation force60 urad of a

seeding particle of radius asp and relative density K in a pro-

gressive acoustic wave is

urad ¼
P2k6a5

sp

6pmq2
0 f 2

½1þ 2ð1� K�2=6�
ð2þ KÞ2

: (37)

For the maximum pressure, P, corresponding to an SPL of

170 dB, this gives a negligible velocity of around

10�20ms�1. Vignola et al.61 showed that the inertia effect

can be expressed in terms of the relaxation time

sp ¼
4a2

spK

18m
(38)

for a seeding particle in an acoustic field. The acoustic parti-

cle velocity uac and the seeding particle velocity usp are then

related through v¼2pfsp
62

juacj ¼ juspj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ v

p
ffuac ¼ ffusp þ tan�1ðvÞ: (39)

Here
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ v
p

¼ 1:004 and tan�1(v)¼ 0.5	 and are both

negligible.

The relatively small errors associated with PIV do not,

therefore, account for the larger differences between the ter-

mination impedance determined from the PIV measurements

and the existing data12 obtained using the two microphone

method in the tube. The discrepancy in the magnitudes of

the losses can be partially explained by losses occurring out-

side the measurement region. Additionally only the losses

due to the interaction of the vortices with the acoustic field

were considered. Clearly other sources of energy loss, such

as the formation of the vortices, were also present.

In conclusion, the losses due to the interaction of vorti-

ces formed at the open end of a resonating tube and the radi-

ated acoustic field have been investigated using PIV

measurement, LBM simulation, and an analytical model.

Each approach has identified two regimes: the first occurring

at lower acoustic particle velocities when the vortices remain

attached to the open end of the pipe. The second occurs as

higher acoustic particle velocities and is associated with the

vortices becoming detached from the tube and convect away

from their source. The acoustic particle velocity at which the

transition occurs between these regimes has been shown to

depend on the geometry of the inner edge of the tune open-

ing. The existence of these two regimes and the associated

differences in the energy losses provide a physical under-

standing of existing termination impedance measurements.
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